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INTRODUCTION {#lio2273-sec-0006}
============

Swallowing difficulty is a comorbidity of a number of pathologies[1](#lio2273-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#lio2273-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#lio2273-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#lio2273-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} that can dramatically decrease quality of life, leading to malnutrition, dehydration, aspiration pneumonia, mealtime anxiety, and social isolation.[5](#lio2273-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} The pharyngeal phase of swallowing, which involves over 20 muscles suspended by the skull base and mandible to convert a respiratory channel into an alimentary tract and back again in less that 1 second, is complex.[6](#lio2273-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#lio2273-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#lio2273-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#lio2273-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} Although modified barium swallow (MBS) imaging is the standard for visualizing swallowing physiology, the multiple elements of functional anatomy underlying pharyngeal swallowing are difficult to appreciate with this technique.[10](#lio2273-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} Consequently, in the absence of a trained swallowing specialist, MBS imaging is often used to test aspiration status rather than to meaningfully characterize the impaired elements of the swallowing apparatus. The purpose of this study is to determine whether the multiple elements of swallowing mechanics can be simplified into functionally organized modules to provide a clinically useful way to assess swallowing mechanics that can be associated with swallowing performance outcomes such as aspiration or stasis.

Computational analysis of swallowing mechanics (CASM) uses MBS imaging to characterize the multiple interactions of swallowing mechanics.[11](#lio2273-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#lio2273-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#lio2273-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#lio2273-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} This method performs multivariate morphometric analysis of coordinates, mapping various muscle groups that propel a bolus through the upper esophageal sphincter while protecting the airway.[15](#lio2273-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#lio2273-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#lio2273-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#lio2273-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#lio2273-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#lio2273-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} Since muscle groups change coordinate configuration, shape change analysis can be used to mathematically evaluate and visualize how these various elements of swallowing mechanics interact.[11](#lio2273-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#lio2273-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#lio2273-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} It remains to be determined whether the elements of swallowing mechanics function independently, or if they function cohesively as modules of a system.

A multivariate morphometric analysis called modularity hypothesis testing, can determine whether elements of a dynamic system are functionally independent or organized into modules.[21](#lio2273-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} Modularity is a characteristic often observed in biological systems that describes the distribution of interaction between the elements that make up the biological system.[12](#lio2273-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} A module is a group of elements that share strong space‐time interactions among themselves, but are relatively independent of the elements within other modules. Using morphometric modularity analysis, the present study aims to test the hypotheses that: elements of swallowing mechanics form distinct modules in normal swallowing (hypothesis 1); functional modules are consistent across age, sex, and bolus types (hypothesis 2); and that these modules are altered as a comorbidity of a dysphagia‐associated disease (hypothesis 3).

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#lio2273-sec-0007}
=====================

The MBS video clips used in this study were selected from a database of deidentified videos. This database is maintained under ethics approval as non‐human research by the institutional review board where this work was performed. The MBS clips represented the swallowing function of 30 randomly chosen normal patients, 10 randomly chosen post‐treatment oropharyngeal head‐and‐neck cancer (HNC) patients, and 10 additional normal patients that were age‐ and gender‐matched to the HNC group. Randomization was balanced by sex. In this sample, 19 subjects were younger than 60 years old (mean = 53 ± 7.8), and 21 subjects were 60 years old or greater (mean = 71 ± 7.4). Two MBS clips were used from each patient: one 5 mL thin liquid bolus swallow and one 5 mL thick liquid bolus swallow. In total, 80 swallows from 40 control patients and 20 swallows from 10 dysphagic HNC patients were included.

A custom‐built MATLAB tracker tool was used to track the locations of 12 anatomical landmarks through each frame of the swallow (Fig. [1](#lio2273-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}).[22](#lio2273-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} These landmarks have been described previously.[23](#lio2273-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#lio2273-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#lio2273-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#lio2273-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} The landmarks are homologous across individuals and map muscle groups that underlie the various elements of pharyngeal swallowing mechanics including: hyoid movement, laryngeal elevation, hyolaryngeal approximation, pharyngeal shortening, tongue base retraction, pharyngeal constriction, and head and neck posture (Fig. [2](#lio2273-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}).

![Screenshot of the MATLAB tracker tool used to track the coordinate locations of 12 anatomical landmarks. The landmarks are as follows: 1) mandible, 2) hard palate, 3) C1, 4) C2, 5) C4, 6) upper esophageal sphincter, 7) posterior vocal fold, 8) anterior vocal fold, 9) hyoid bone, 10) pit of the valleculae, 11) superior pharyngeal constrictor, and 12) middle pharyngeal constrictor.](LIO2-4-341-g001){#lio2273-fig-0001}

![Adjacency graph in yellow represents the functional musculoskeletal organization of the swallowing apparatus. Landmarks approximate muscle attachment sites for muscle groups with lines representing either muscle function or the skeletal levers that suspends the swallowing apparatus. Landmarks are labeled in Figure [1](#lio2273-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}. Line representations are discussed in the "Materials and methods" section.](LIO2-4-341-g002){#lio2273-fig-0002}

Two of the authors (PH and YT) upgraded the MATLAB tracker tool to make several improvements. For this study, only coordinate data from the pharyngeal phase of swallowing were included, which was defined as the first frame of hyoid burst to the closure of the upper esophageal sphincter. A compiler function was added to prepare the data captured by the tracker tool for use in MorphoJ, an integrated software package for multivariate morphometric analysis.[27](#lio2273-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} The compiler function generates a unique identifier for each frame from each MBS, concatenates all coordinate data into one large text file, and classifies each frame of data by swallowing stage, type of bolus (5 mL thin or 5 mL thick), and cohort (HNC vs. control). These files are uploaded into MorphoJ for analysis. To perform modularity hypothesis testing, MorphoJ requires three additional user inputs: an adjacency graph, the number of expected functional modules, and hypothesized configuration of the modules.

MorphoJ uses adjacency graphs to characterize the relationships among anatomical landmarks. The adjacency graph must meet two criteria. First, the adjacency graph must be contiguous, and second, the relationships depicted by the adjacency graph must be anatomically meaningful.[21](#lio2273-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} The adjacency graph used for this study is based on prior anatomical work, which described all interactions of the swallowing apparatus that make anatomical sense given that two‐dimensional (2D) videofluoroscopy is a projection of three‐dimensional (3D) morphology (Fig. [2](#lio2273-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). Landmarks approximate muscle attachment sites for muscle groups with lines representing either muscle function or the skeletal levers that suspends the swallowing apparatus.[26](#lio2273-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} There are multiple lines that represent various muscles or muscle groups including: suprahyoid muscles (landmarks 1‐9‐3), thyrohyoid (landmarks 8‐9), stylopharyngeus (landmarks 7‐3), palatopharyngeus (landmarks 6‐2),[25](#lio2273-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} and pharyngeal constrictor muscles (landmarks 3‐11‐12‐6 with 12‐10 representing the middle pharyngeal constrictor).[24](#lio2273-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} The styloglossus and hyoglossus function together to displace the base of the tongue represented by landmark 10.[17](#lio2273-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#lio2273-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} The hyolaryngeal complex, which incorporates the airway and esophagus, is represented by landmarks 6‐7‐8‐9.[26](#lio2273-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} The lines connecting landmarks 1‐3, 2‐3, and 3‐4‐5 represent the mandible, cranial base, and vertebrae, respectively.[25](#lio2273-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}

To determine the number of expected functional modules represented in the adjacency graph, an iterative method was used to test every possible number of modules. Each module requires at least two landmarks, thus with 12 landmarks, the number of modules could be 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6. MorphoJ reports the minimum multiset random variable (RV) coefficient used to measure of the strength or degree of modularity.[21](#lio2273-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} The higher the RV coefficient, the less independent the modules are overall. The configuration of landmarks with the lowest multiset RV coefficient (indicating modular independence) with an anatomically meaningful result was selected for this study. This iterative method resulted in four independent modules.

The final required input is an initial configuration of the four modules. This a priori map of hypothesized coordinates belonging to each module is based on previous anatomical work, and is shown in Figure [3](#lio2273-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}a. Landmarks 9, 8, and 7 representing the elements of hyoid and larynx movement were hypothesized to function as a module that relocates and protects the airway. Landmarks 6 and 2 were designated as a hypothesized module representing the function of the long pharyngeal muscles to shorten the pharynx. Landmarks 10, 11, and 12 representing the tongue base and posterior pharyngeal wall were hypothesized to function as a module underlying bolus propulsion. Finally, landmarks 1, 3, 4, and 5 were hypothesized to function as a module underlying head and neck posture.

![(a) Four hypothesized modules of pharyngeal swallowing in normal patients. (b) Alternative hypothesis representing four modules of pharyngeal swallowing in normal patients. Red circles = airway protection, purple diamonds = pharyngeal shortening, light blue triangles = bolus propulsion, and green squares = head and neck posture. (c) Alteration in modules in head‐and‐neck cancer patients with a disruption to pharyngeal shortening and bolus propulsion modules.](LIO2-4-341-g003){#lio2273-fig-0003}

Once the adjacency graph, number of functional modules, and the a priori hypothesis were entered into MorphoJ, the a priori hypothesis was tested using modularity hypothesis testing. MorphoJ performs this test by comparing the a priori hypothesis to all other combinations of modules made possible by the specified adjacency graph and number of modules. The modular configuration with the lowest multiset RV coefficient was considered the best representation of the modularity of the system, and either confirmed the a priori hypothesis or suggested an alternative configuration.

To characterize the modularity in normal swallowing (hypothesis 1), modularity hypothesis testing was performed on the 80 swallows from 40 normal patients. To determine whether sex, age, and bolus type altered modularity (hypothesis 2), the data set was stratified by sex (20 males, 20 females), age (21 subjects \>60 years, 19 subjects \<60 years), and bolus type (low vs. high viscosity), and each new data set was retested using modularity hypothesis testing. To explore how modules are impacted by a disease state (hypothesis 3), modularity hypothesis testing was applied to the 20 swallows collected from 10 HNC patients and compared with results from age and gender matched controls.

RESULTS {#lio2273-sec-0008}
=======

*Hypothesis 1: Elements of Swallowing Mechanics Form Distinct Modules in Normal Swallowing* {#lio2273-sec-0009}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Modularity hypothesis testing of normal swallowing mechanics revealed the configuration shown in Figure [3](#lio2273-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}b. This alternative configuration (RV = 0.311) was statistically equivalent with the a priori hypothesized configuration (RV = 0.314) shown in Figure [3](#lio2273-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}a. Although the alternative configuration was different from the original a priori hypothesis, it still confirmed that airway protection, pharyngeal shortening, and bolus propulsion function as modules. The difference was that landmark 1 (genial tubercle of the mandible) was functionally aligned with airway protection (hyolaryngeal relocation) more so than the extension of the head and neck as seen in the alternative configuration.

*Hypothesis 2: Functional Modules of Swallowing Are Consistent across Sex, Age, and Bolus Consistencies* {#lio2273-sec-0010}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Modularity hypothesis testing normal swallowing mechanics by sex, age, and bolus viscosity showed similar results to hypothesis 1. The best modular configuration among males (RV = 0.35) and low viscosity swallows (RV = 0.33) was found to be the a priori hypothesized configuration (Fig. [3](#lio2273-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}a). However, the best modular configuration among older subjects (RV = 0.30) and younger subjects (RV = 0.35), females (RV = 0.26), and high viscosity bolus swallow (RV = 0.30) was found to be the alternative configuration (Fig. [3](#lio2273-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}b).

*Hypothesis 3: Modules of Swallowing Are Altered as a Comorbidity of a Dysphagia Associated Disease* {#lio2273-sec-0011}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Modularity testing of HNC cohort rejected both the a priori hypothesis of normal swallowing (Fig. [3](#lio2273-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}a, RV = 0.46) and the alternative configuration of normal swallowing (Fig. [3](#lio2273-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}b, RV = 0.45). The altered modularity of the HNC sample resulting in the minimum RV is shown in Figure [3](#lio2273-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}c (RV = 0.41). The age‐ and gender‐matched control group (N = 10 subjects and 20 swallows) matched normal swallowing modularity represented in Figure [3](#lio2273-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}b.

DISCUSSION {#lio2273-sec-0012}
==========

Modularity hypothesis testing in the present study suggests that: 1) the elements of swallowing mechanics form distinct functional modules in normal swallowing, 2) these modules are consistent across age, sex, and bolus types, and 3) dysphagia‐associated disease such as HNC alters functional modules of swallowing in this small sample. Functional modules of swallowing mechanics defined by this method include airway protection, bolus propulsion, pharyngeal shortening, and head and neck posture.

*The Four Functional Modules of Swallowing Mechanics (Hypothesis 1)* {#lio2273-sec-0013}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

The present study suggests that hyoid movement and laryngeal elevation function as a module to protect the airway.[28](#lio2273-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#lio2273-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#lio2273-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} This result is supported by previous studies showing that the hyoid and larynx display adaptive behavior in swallowing.[31](#lio2273-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} The importance of hyoid movement has been documented in the dysphagia literature.[32](#lio2273-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} The suprahyoid muscles position the tongue for oral propulsion, and relocate the airway via the thyrohyoid membrane during pharyngeal swallowing.[16](#lio2273-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} The long pharyngeal and thyrohyoid muscles elevate the larynx and ensure laryngeal vestibular closure.[15](#lio2273-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#lio2273-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} Additionally, hyolaryngeal displacement aids in stretching open an inhibited upper esophageal sphincter, which is important to the prevention of aspiration.[28](#lio2273-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#lio2273-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#lio2273-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} Disease or treatment that impacts hyolaryngeal movement, such as radiation to the floor of the mouth, can threaten airway safety.[35](#lio2273-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}

This study provides evidence that pharyngeal shortening functions as an independent module.[36](#lio2273-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} The long pharyngeal muscles, including the palatopharyngeus and stylopharyngeus, primarily function to shorten the pharynx.[15](#lio2273-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#lio2273-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} Pharyngeal shortening likely has two important functions in pharyngeal swallowing. One is to pull the upper esophageal sphincter around the head of the oncoming bolus. The other function is to help reduce the volume of the pharynx thereby increasing bolus pressure to propel the bolus through the upper esophageal sphincter. Surgeries that impact the long pharyngeal muscles, such as uvulopalatopharyngoplasty, have been associated with dysphagia.[37](#lio2273-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} These muscles can be specifically targeted by swallowing rehabilitation therapy.[15](#lio2273-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#lio2273-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}

Tongue base retraction, performed by the styloglossus and hyoglossus muscles, and pharyngeal constriction, performed by the pharyngeal constrictor muscles, behave functionally as a module to propel the bolus through the hypopharynx.[39](#lio2273-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"} Clinically, it can be observed that when the tongue base does not fully retract, the pharyngeal stripping wave increases. This phenomenon where one element of swallowing mechanics compensates for another suggests modularity. Radiation therapy affecting these structures has been shown to negatively impact pharyngeal clearance of a bolus.[40](#lio2273-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}

The vertebra functions as a module to maintain head and neck posture. The a priori hypothesis and the alternative configuration pictured in Figure [3](#lio2273-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}a, [3](#lio2273-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}b were essentially equivalent mathematically. The difference, as noted in the results, was whether the movement of the mandible is associated with the movement of the hyoid and larynx or the vertebrae. The functional similarities between the two configurations suggest that mandibular position is involved in both airway protection and head and neck posture. Slightly flexing the head and neck during swallowing has also been shown to improve airway protection for some subjects.[41](#lio2273-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} It may be that the alternative configuration reflects this adaptation. Both configurations demonstrate the importance of head and neck posture as a functional module, which is underscored by dysphagia associated with cervical neck disorders.[42](#lio2273-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}

*Consistency across Age, Sex, and Bolus Properties (Hypothesis 2)* {#lio2273-sec-0014}
------------------------------------------------------------------

Results of hypothesis 2 indicate that the aforementioned four functional modules were consistent across age, sex, and bolus viscosity in this sample of normal patients. The only variation seen was that come cohorts' modularity matched the a priori hypothesis, and others matched the alternative configuration. As discussed previously, these two configurations (Fig. [3](#lio2273-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}a, [3](#lio2273-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}b) are essentially mathematically equivalent and may represent normal variations in swallowing. Age and bolus properties have been shown to impact various elements of swallowing mechanics.[43](#lio2273-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}, [44](#lio2273-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} However, these changes likely represent adaptions to various swallowing conditions and anatomical changes over the lifespan rather than abnormalities in swallowing function. Modularity may prove to be a more reliable indicator of swallowing dysfunction than isolated alterations in swallowing mechanics.

*Disease Alters Modularity (Hypothesis 3)* {#lio2273-sec-0015}
------------------------------------------

Modularity analysis of the small sample of HNC patients compared with age‐ and gender‐matched controls suggests that disease alters functional modules. If these modules are important to swallowing function, then a disrupted module should be predictive of impaired swallowing performance. Swallowing performance variables include penetration‐aspiration status and residue as indications of unsafe or inefficient swallowing outcomes, respectively. In this small sample of HNC patients, the bolus propulsion and pharyngeal shortening modules were disrupted whereas the airway protection module was preserved (Fig. [3](#lio2273-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}c). Based on this result, it was predicted that residue would be more prevalent than aspiration in this sample. A post hoc comparison of penetration aspiration scale scores[45](#lio2273-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"} and normalized residue ratio scores[46](#lio2273-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"} between the HNC cohort with age‐ and gender‐ matched controls showed a significant increase in vallecular residue (*P* \< .04) and piriform residue (*P* \< .05) in the 10 HNC patients with no significant change in penetration‐aspiration status.

*Limitations* {#lio2273-sec-0016}
-------------

It should be underscored that the logical association of modular components to functions such as bolus propulsion, while helpful, does not provide a comprehensive paradigm for characterizing pharyngeal swallowing dysfunction. For example, bolus residue can result from a stricture of the upper esophageal sphincter with little to do with impaired modular function. However, understanding the functional anatomy underlying swallowing can provide much greater insight compared with simply reporting the aspiration status of a dysphagic patient. While it is important for swallowing specialists to specifically measure and report swallowing difficulty using tools such as the modified barium swallow impairment profile (MBSImP), a modular explanation of pharyngeal swallowing function is more useful for communicating the significance of those results to colleagues and patients alike.

These findings do not address the question of the chronological sequence of the functional elements of swallowing. Timing data are embedded in this analysis asynchronously as opposed to chronologically since every frame of a 30 fps video is included in the analysis. While variation in the timing of swallowing events occurs in normal swallowing, timing variables not characterized by this method may be critically important in characterizing dysphagia, especially in a stroke population.[47](#lio2273-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [48](#lio2273-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}, [49](#lio2273-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#lio2273-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"} However, it may be that these aberrations in timing also change modularity and should be the subject of future studies.

The results of the present study are from 2D imaging of 3D structures. Repeating this study using coordinates collected from 4D data such as 320 slice helical computed tomography (CT) would further the validity to these findings.[51](#lio2273-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"} However, since MBS imaging is primarily how clinicians assess dysphagia, the phenomenon of swallowing physiology needs to be translated for this imaging modality to be clinically useful. Unilateral deficits can be masked by lateral view videofluoroscopy, which presents superimposed 3D structures. Whether CASM is sensitive enough to document the impact of unilateral insults on swallowing mechanics is a subject for future study.

If functional modules are organized at the brainstem level, it is unliklely that age, sex, or bolus type results in fundamental changes to modularity.[7](#lio2273-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} It is also reasonable to predict that a disease state, which impacts effector organs or the neurobiology of swallowing, alters modularity. While the present proof of concept study supports these ideas, more data are needed to document whether age and bolus type impact modularity. How modularity of swallowing function is affected by different disease populations is a subject of future study.

Finally, a limitation of the RV statistic should be noted. This statistic is useful when comparing covariation relative to a single data set, but is not appropriate when comparing covariation between data sets.[21](#lio2273-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} The RV results reported in this study should not lead the reader to think that modularity in normal swallowing is more functionally covariant in normal swallows that in the HNC group, for example. These numbers are primarily useful for determining the minimal covariation to establish which elements belong to a module functionally within a given data set.

As for clinical utility of CASM as a method, the current technology is not easily executed outside of the research environment. If modularity proves to be generalizable, an observational approach to assessment could be developed. Perceptual scoring has been validated in other methods of evaluating swallowing mechanics. Modularity as an explanatory model for swallowing function may facilitate understanding this complicated process in clinical training. Ultimately, artificial intelligence may allow for a clinically accessible technology to emerge.

CONCLUSION {#lio2273-sec-0017}
==========

In this pilot study, morphometric modularity hypothesis testing was used to describe four functional modules of swallowing mechanics. Muscles displacing the hyoid and larynx behave as a functional module to protect the airway, whereas extrinsic and intrinsic tongue muscles function with pharyngeal constrictor muscles to drive a bolus through the hypopharynx. The long pharyngeal muscles function as a module to shorten the pharynx to generate pressure and assist in laryngeal elevation. The posture of the head and neck also functions as a module. These functional modules appear to be consistent across sex, age, and bolus type. Alteration of modular function may result in predictably impaired swallowing performance.

Imaging data included in this study were acquired through grants from NIH/NIDCD. We acknowledge the grant support provided by Medical Scholars Program, Medical College of Georgia at Augusta University.
